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Thank you very much for your thorough and constructive comments on our manuscript acp-2018-721, entitled “Diagnosis of dust- and haze pollution-impacted PM\textsubscript{10}, PM\textsubscript{2.5}, and PM\textsubscript{1} aerosols observed at Gosan Climate Observatory”. We added all available information to provide more solid evidences and revised the manuscript according to your comments. The response is given to each comment. In the revised manuscript, changes are colored in blue and page and line numbers are given for the revised manuscript.

Comment 1: Introduction, this section didn’t write about the main content such as pollution characteristic of water ions, OC and EC in PM, method of source apportionment.

Response 1: The statements regarding pollution and haze particles and method of source apportionment were added to the revised manuscript (Page 4 line 75-89, Page 5 line 105-111, Page 7 line 161-164).

Page 4 line 75-89: “The Northeast Asia is the region with the highest sulfur and nitrogen concentrations and deposition due to large emissions of SO\textsubscript{2} and NO\textsubscript{x} (Vet et al., 2014). Particularly in China, the highest concentration of SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2-} was observed in the period of 2000-2004. The anthropogenic SO\textsubscript{2} emission of China accounted for about one-fourth of the world and 90 % of the East Asia emission since the 1990’s (Ohara et al., 2007). However, the increasing rate of SO\textsubscript{2} emission has slowed down and decreased after 2006 due to series of policy implements for reducing fine aerosols (van der A et al., 2017). In contrast, NO\textsubscript{x} and NO\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{-} concentrations have been highly increased in megacities of China during severe pollution episodes (e.g. Shang et al., 2018c). The increase in bulk nitrogen deposition was not only driven by increased NO\textsubscript{x} concentration but also NH\textsubscript{3} enhancement over the time (Liu et al., 2013). In addition, VOCs emission has been continuously increased in China (Hong et al., 2017). The largest source of NH\textsubscript{3} and VOCs was found in India and China (Behera et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2018). While being transported away from China, these pollutants were often mixed with dust particles and raised the PM\textsubscript{2.5} concentration in Korea. In this case, it is difficult to identify the main cause of air quality deterioration.” Page 5 line 105-111: “As a method of source apportionment, factor analysis successfully extracted dust impact on PM\textsubscript{10} by high loadings of Mg\textsuperscript{2+} and Ca\textsuperscript{2+} as well as crustal elements (e.g., Choi et al., 2001). Heavy metals have been used to identify various types of urban dust in Central China using principle component analysis (PCA) (e.g., Han et al., 2006). For large sets of measurements, positive matrix factorization (PMF) is a powerful tool to quantitatively distinguish different types of sources (e.g. Gupta et al., 2012). With less parameters, non-negative matrix factorization was also useful to identify major sources of aerosols (e.g., Shang et al., 2018b).”
Page 7 line 161-164: “To understand the factors determining the variation of particulate matters and diagnose the influence of dust and pollution on them, PCA analysis was performed using long-term measurements of PM10, PM2.5, and PM1 mass and major chemical constituents including eight water-soluble ions, OC, and EC.”


C3


Comment 2: Line 105-106, please add the map of sampling site. Response 2: It was not given in the submitted manuscript because it has been shown in previous studies.

C4
However, the map of GCO is now in the revised manuscript as Figure 1 with a statement given below.

Page 5 line 124-130: “Aerosol samples were collected separately for PM1, PM2.5, and PM10 onto 37 mm Teflon and Quartz filters (Pall, Corp.) using sharp-cut cyclones (URG, USA) at the Gosan Climate Observatory (GCO) (33°17′N, 126°10′E) from 2007 to 2012 (Fig. 1). As an ideal location to observe continental outflows in northeast Asia, the GCO has been used as a key measurement site not only for intensive field campaigns such as ABC-EAREX2005 (Atmospheric Brown Cloud-East Asia Regional Experiment) (e.g., Lee, et al., 2007), but also long-term studies (e.g., Lim et al., 2018; Shang et al., 2018a).”

Figure 1. The map showing the Gosan Climate Observatory (GCO) site in the western-most part of Jeju Island, South Korea. Comment 3: Line 104-108, how about temporal distribution of the samples or how many samples in each season per year? Response 3: The number of samples per season and year is given in Supplementary information (SI 1) and statement is added to the revised manuscript.

SI 1. The number of samples taken from 2007 to 2012. Season 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Spring (Mar.-May) NA* 16 18 10 7 NA* Summer (Jun.-Aug.) 1 3 8 9 4 NA* Fall (Sep.-Nov.) 9 2 11 8 10 NA* Winter (Dec.-Feb.) 2 8 3 10 3 3 NA is non-available

Page 6 line 135-138: “The samples of PM10, PM2.5 and PM1 were concurrently collected approximately every 6-8 days during the five years. As a result, our samples do not cover all officially issued haze and dust events, thereby being suitable for diagnosing the effect of haze and dust on particulate matters.”

Comment 4: Line 109-110, what are the standards of dust event and haze event? Response 4: It was stated in Line 257-258 of the submitted manuscript and Page 11 line 287-288 in the revised manuscript.

Page 11 line 287-288: “In Korea, dust occurrence is determined by eye observation and haze is issued when RH is less than 75 % and visibility is between 1 km and 10 km.” Comment 5: Line115-116, what is the method or condition of extracted water-soluble ions? How about extraction times? How to ensure the extraction efficiency if only one extraction? Response 5: Extraction was done for 20 min by sonication. We tested different extraction times and found that 15−20 minutes were just right. In Figure below, the three-extraction time of 10, 20, and 40 minutes were compared for Cl-, SO42-, and NO3-. Parallel tests of anion peak height in IC analysis with different sonication time. The relevant part was modified as follows. Page 6 line 143-144: “Water-soluble species were extracted from the filters into a solution comprising a mixture of 19 mL distilled water and 1 mL methanol via 20−min sonication.”

Comment 6: Line 144, “of these species. . .and EC were pre-dominant. . .,” from Table 1, EC maybe OC. Response 6: It is corrected.

Page 7 line 175: “Of these species, SO42−, NH4+, and OC were pre-dominant in PM1”

Comment 7: Line145-146, “In comparison, about 65% of OC was partitioned into PM1. It was even less for NO3- as 33%”. These two sentences are not clear. Response 7: It means that PM1 OC/PM10 OC = 65 % and PM1 NO3−/PM10 NO3− = 33 %, respectively. These two sentences were modified as follows.

Page 7 line 176-177: “In comparison, about 65% of the OC in PM10 was partitioned into PM1. It was even less for NO3− at 33%.”

Comment 8: Table 1, Please add minimum, maximum, median, percentile(10th, 90th) inTable 1 and revise mean±r to mean±SD. To revise title of Table 1. Response 8: Table 1 is modified as follows. Also, ‘mean±r’ was changed to ‘mean±SD’ in all relevant parts including Table 1. For long-term measurements, 10th and 90th percentiles well represent the minimum and maximum concentration and thus, they are presented with...
the median.

Table 1. Statistics* of mass and chemical constituents concentrations [µg/m³] for PM10, PM2.5, and PM1 at GCO during 2007 ∼ 2012. (Table 1 is uploaded in Fig. 7)

Comment 9: Please add figure to show the species proportion in PM. Response 9: The chemical fraction of PMs is given in Supplementary Information (SI 2), where OC is not converted to OM.

SI 2. The average chemical composition of PM10, PM2.5, and PM1 using all measured species, where OC is not converted to organic matter (OM). Comment 10: Line 153-168, the describe for figure 2 is not accurate Response 10: This comment must be about Figure 1 rather than Figure 2. We recognized the gray shades were in wrong places and corrected them in the revised manuscript, as follows.

Comment 11: PCA analysis of PM, two components are usually selected, but it uses three components in multi-linear regression analysis, why? I don’t think it is right to using mass of PM as factor in PCA analysis because mass of PM acts as dependent variable in multi-linear regression analysis. Response 11: In general, two independent factors are extracted from PCA, as you pointed out. The reason for considering the 3rd factor (PC3) is that PC3 exhibits a clear increasing trend with time (Figure shown below). In addition, PC3 loadings were discernible during warm season, in contrast to other two components that were dominated in cold season. Its contribution is 9%, which is not negligible, either. PC3 loadings of PM2.5 and PM10 were moderately related to NH4+ concentration, indicating agricultural influence. These properties make PC3 to be an individual factor that is orthogonal to the other two factors.

In northeast Asia, the variation of PM mass is intricately intertwined with various types of emissions and physicochemical processes under dynamic meteorological change. That is why we analyzed the three size-cuts of PMs and included all variables for PCA. The following results are good examples. While PM10 mass is highly elevated upon dust outbreak, it was more closely associated with PC1, indicating pollution influence on PM10 mass (Figure 3). The multiple regression of PC loadings indicates dust factor negatively affected PM1 mass. It can be understood as scavenging effect of dust particles on submicron aerosols.

Comment 12: I think it exists errors if the study didn’t exclude dust and haze event in PCA analysis. Response 12: As stated in Response 11, the variation of PM mass of the study region is intricately intertwined with various types of emissions and physicochemical processes under dynamic meteorological change. If meteorological condition meets, soil particles are transported and mixed with fine aerosols. If its influence is only for a short time period and not visibly discernible, it is not issued as an event. Therefore, it can’t be said that there is no influence of soil particles on PMs because it is not a dust day. It won’t be a problem if we have measurable criteria for dust or haze. But it is practically difficult. In particular, the EPA’s FRM (Federal Reference Method) is defined as a manual sampling of PMs on a filter for 24 hours, which is relatively long, compared to the duration time of weak haze and dust. In this context, we attempted to diagnosis the influence of haze or dust influence using long-term measurements.

Comment 13: Perhaps you maybe use PMF model to analyze source of PM. Response 13: In this study, PM10, PM2.5, and PM1 were simultaneously measured, with which we tried to comprehensively understand the key factors that determined their variations. Principle Component Analysis (PCA) would be suitable for this purpose because it only extracts a few number of orthogonal factors (Chavent et al., 2009). Actually, the PCA is the basis for source apportionment methods such as Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) or Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF). Practically, PMF method requires more variables than those available in this study including metals.


Comment 14: Line 49-52, Please add the instrument condition of analyzing ions. How
about pretreatment of PM samplers for ions analysis and how to quantify the concentrations of ions? Response 14: Do you mean the instrument condition in the previous paper by Shang et al. (2018a)? The condition of the instrument was the same as that of this study. If you mean the condition for chemical analysis, it is given in Methodology section. This section is modified with more details as follows.

Page 5 line 124-130: “Aerosol samples were collected separately for PM1, PM2.5, and PM10 onto 37 mm Teflon and Quartz filters (Pall, Corp.) using sharp-cut cyclones (URG, USA) at the Gosan Climate Observatory (GCO) (33°17’N, 126°10’E) from 2007 to 2012 (Fig. 1). As an ideal location to observe continental outflows in northeast Asia, the GCO has been used as a key measurement site not only for intensive field campaigns such as ABC-EAREX2005 (Atmospheric Brown Cloud–East Asia Regional Experiment) (e.g., Lee, et al., 2007), but also long-term studies (e.g., Lim et al., 2018; Shang et al., 2018a).”

Page 6 line 135-138: “The samples of PM10, PM2.5 and PM1 were concurrently collected approximately every 6–8 days during the five years. As a result, our samples do not cover all officially issued haze and dust events, thereby being suitable for diagnosing the effect of haze and dust on particulate matters.”

Page 6 line 143-144: “Water-soluble species were extracted from the filters into a solution comprising a mixture of 19 mL distilled water and 1 mL methanol via 20–min sonication.”

Comment 15: what is basis of dust and haze diagnosis based on method using in this study. Response 15: The criteria were given from the statistical analysis of PM10, PM2.5, and PM1 mass measured at GOC for 5 years (Table 3 and Figure 5). The criteria for the impact of dust and haze are the mean+SD, which was corresponding to the upper 10%. If the daily PM10 and PM1 mass is over mean+SD, it is highly likely to be impacted by dust and haze particles, respectively. It is also highlighted in the present study that PM2.5 is under the influence of dust as well as haze.

It was tested if these criteria were valid for the recent measurements at Gosan from January 2016 to October 2017. As PM2.5 measurement officially began in 2015, the hourly measurements of PM10 and PM2.5 are available through http://www.airkorea.or.kr/. During this period, dust and haze events were observed for eight and twelve days, respectively, for which daily averaged concentrations are presented in Figure 5 (modified). As shown in the Figure, all dust and haze, and haze events are found above the mean+SD of PM10 (52 μg/m3) and PM2.5 (32 μg/m3), respectively. It demonstrates that the criteria suggested in this study are robust and useful to diagnose the effect of dust and haze impacted particles.

Figure 5. Frequency distributions of PM10, PM2.5 and PM1 mass concentrations for all measurements. Mass concentrations are given as ln values in x-axis. The green lines stand for mean+SD. The individual samples collected during dust or haze events are marked as different symbols along the x-axis. For comparison, added right below the x-axis are the daily average concentrations of haze and dust days during January 2007 – October 2012 (http://www.airkorea.or.kr/).

Comment 16: Conclusions, this section is too long. Response 16: Although we tried hard to get the conclusion shorter, we could not find any part to be dropped out. We would really appreciate it if you point out the part that is not necessary.

Comment 17: Table 1 and 3 can be merged. Response 17: We admit there is overlap between the two tables. After Table 1 is remade according to your comment, it delivers too much information and has no room for inserting the main mode in Table 3. Table 3 summarizes the mode analysis results for the three types of particulate matters, including main mode, median, mean, standard deviation. The comparison of these parameters explicitly demonstrates the episodic occurrence of high PM masses. Thus, Table 3 is left as a separate table in the revised manuscript.

Comment 18: Figure 1, There are no data of winter in 2009 and spring in 2011 and 2012. It is scare of persuasion based on Figure 1 about spring. Response 18: Accord-
ing to your Comment 3, the statistical summary of samples is provided in Supplementary Information (SI 1). Sampling was halted for several reasons such as gusty wind, heavy rain or machine breakdown. There are 3 winter samples in 2009 and 7 spring samples in 2011. In spring, there are 7 to 18 samples each other year.

Please see the file uploaded in Supplement.

Please also note the supplement to this comment: https://www.atmos-chem-phys-discuss.net/acp-2018-721/acp-2018-721-AC2-supplement.pdf
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PM10</th>
<th>PM2.5</th>
<th>PM10</th>
<th>PM2.5</th>
<th>PM10</th>
<th>PM2.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 th−50 th−90 th</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x + SD</td>
<td>10 th−50 th−90 th</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x + SD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* x = mean, x + SD = mean + standard deviation, 10 th−50 th−90 th percentiles.

Fig. 7.